From the Golf World ......... The Masters

The Augusta National Golf Club has become a totally different golf course, Jack Nicklaus told the golf writers assembled in front of him in a final interview on the Wednesday before the tournament started. It's not the course he won five Masters on, and the reason is that it is constantly being changed, he said. For example, five of Augusta's greens have been completely rebuilt to USGA specifications. They are much firmer, and when a shot comes in to them, it will bounce forward. The other 13 greens are softer; they hold too much water, and when the ball hits, it bounces back. Nicklaus believes that Augusta will continue to re-do its greens, and he wonders why they just don't do them all one summer, when the course is, as usual, closed. He has heard that the money to do that is a problem, which seems improbable.

One thing that Nicklaus, Watson, and a number of other players were negative about was the job done on Augusta's bunkers. To keep the sand from mixing with the red clay underneath (a familiar problem), they were cleaned out and plasticliners installed. However, many of the bunkers have steep faces, and the sand kept sliding down, exposing the plastic. To keep the sand up, it was being constantly raked, which contributed to its fluffiness as well as a tendency for the ball to bury, in some cases out of sight. The pros don't believe that the liner is a good idea.

Following instructions to the letter, the superintendent and his staff had Augusta in immaculate shape and the greens in glass-like condition. Nicklaus felt that they were in the 12' to 13' speed range on the Stimpmeter, although he said that the real problem was not the speed but the slope; he joked that on some of the greens the Stimp readings would be 48' in one direction, 3' in the other. The tournament committee apparently agreed with Watson, Nicklaus, and Crenshaw on the speed of the greens; they slowed them down a little for the four days of the tournament.

Sam Torrance is a Scots pro, who was playing his first Masters. His father, who has been a professional as well as "greenskeeper" in Scotland, came over with him for the tournament. He said that in walking the course for six days with his son, he had yet to find a weed of any description. Needless to say, he was impressed.

The most unpopular green on the course was the one at No. 13, re-done two years ago by Nicklaus' golf course design and construction team. The major change in configuration was a shallow valley around three sides of the new green, almost a little continuous grass bunker, where before there had just been level collar. The effect has been to put a premium on not going over that green. When the pin was in the back, the approach shot from that little valley became a real problem — land the wedge shot on the green, it rolled past the pin and down to the lower terrace; hit the fringe, and the ball would stop. As a result, a lot of players thought twice about going for that par-5 in two; if they fall short, they're in the creek in front, if they hit the firm green and roll on over, they're in that deadly little valley, short of the bunker. Don't forget that No. 13 was the hole that probably cost Curtis Strange the Masters title.

GCSAA Will Cover Tourney Preparation

In 1985, the GCSAA plans to provide information concerning course preparation by the golf course superintendents at the site of the LPGA Championship, the U.S. Open, and the PGA Championship as well as other events. The objective is to provide information on the course and the tournament preparations to the sports news media that are covering the tournament, providing them with a different angle on the course. New GCSAA president Eugene Baston commented: "The golf course superintendent does a tremendous job in preparing the course for tournament play, as he knows his job can affect the outcome of the tournament. The superintendent many times is not recognized for his major role in golf and in tournament play, and through our efforts, we hope he will achieve more recognition through the articles by golf writers." Bill Shelton, GCSAA Media Relations Manager will cover the major tournaments this year and provide current information each day on course preparation and conditions.
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